
GHSA Meeting Minutes 

Secretary: Maximilian Smith 

2:50 Call to Order 

2:50 Reading of the GHSA Equity Statement (handout) 

2:52 Approval of the Agenda 

2:55 Budget Approval to be moved to the following meeting (October) 

2:55 Call for a Volunteering Elections Officer 

2:57 Noa Y. proposed Amendments for 3 Social Officers 

- The Social Officers’ position remains in question (see: Listserv discussion) 

- The position should be outlined as skeletally as possible on the constitution 

- Change the wording to suggest that 2 PhDs will be elected in April and the MA will be elected in 

September 

- Post or Pre-comps? Never mind, we’ll leave it open. 

- Ronnie and Marlee C. suggest that a weekly event (ie. coffee social) would be a good idea 

- Maryann B. proposed  Amendment c. should read “open to all graduate students” 

- Voting on Clause #5(15)—Social Officer: “a. Three positions available. b. One MA student and 

two PhD students. c. Organize social activities in the Orientation Day and regularly throughout 

the year, which will be open to all graduate students. d. Organize the holiday and end-of-year 

parties.” 

3:09 Motion to add language to the constitution (passed, 1 abstention) 

3:10 Vote to subtract the duties of the social officer from the co-presidents’ duties (passed, 1 against, 1 

abstention) 

3:11 Noa Y. proposed Amendment: “In the event that a student wants to volunteer for a vacant position, 

they can do it in one of the following ways. 1. In the GHSA meeting. 2. In the Grad Listserv…” Voting to 

add this language to the elections section of the constitution. 

3:12 Vote to change the preceding language. (passed, 1 abstention) 

3:13 Elections 

- Treasurer (1): Reut volunteers for Treasurer. 

- Equity Officer 1 PhD, 1 MA): Virginia volunteers for MA, Kenzie volunteers for MA, David Cross 

volunteers for Equity MA 

- Document Editors (3): Michelle volunteers, Marlee G. volunteers, Karn Lidder volunteers 

- Vice-President (1 MA): Marielle volunteers for Vice-President 

- Secretary (1): Kevin Burris volunteers 



- Unit 3 CUPE Rep (1 GA): Nathan volunteers 

- Admissions Committee (2 for MA, 2 for PhD, both post-comps): Mary Franks volunteers for PhD, 

Aaron Miedema for for PhD, Lydia volunteers for MA, Joanna volunteers for MA, Ashlee Bligh 

volunteers for PhD 

- New Frontiers Co-Chair (up to 2 MAs): Luke Hegeman volunteers, Jason volunteers 

- GSA Representatives (2): Chelsea Bauer and Kevin G. (Samantha for alternate, Carly Naismith for 

alternate) 

- CHA Rep (1): David volunteers 

- Faculty Council Reps (2 PhDs): Joanna volunteers, Kevin G. volunteers 

- Communications Officer/Website Admin (1): No volunteers 

- FGS Rep (1): Aliyah volunteers 

- Co-President (PhD Post-comps): will be revisited at October meeting 

- Social Officers (2 PhDs and 1 MA): Nathan volunteers for MA, Aaron Miedema volunteers for 

PhD 

3:49 Erin D. wants to clarify that Left History is independent of the Department, is funded privately 

through subscriptions and through SSHRC in the past; Left History is also NOT part of the GHSA. Sara F. 

adds that all of the issues are available online at lefthistory.ca. Follow Left History on twitter, facebook, 

etc. to support. 

3:53 Aaron Miedema wants to suggest the possibility of moving the CHA election to January; he also 

wants to point out the free books around the department. Michael can keep doing CHA until January 

because he already has a membership and already was CHA Rep. 

3:57 Meeting adjourned  


